
WHAT KIND OF RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT (ROI) CAN YOU EXPECT?

Warehouses need effective space utilization to maintain a 
healthy bottom line. Automated storage and retrieval systems 
(AS/RS) maximize your square footage and ceiling height 
without the need for a costly expansion. 

Maximized Space Utilization

Make Your Warehouse a 
Competitive Advantage

Reimagine your warehouse with automated GOH solutions 
that increase speed, productivity, and throughput. 

Schedule a call with our experts today. 

GET STARTED NOW

1  The New York Times - https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/23/business/warehouse-demand-consumer-spending.html

2, 3 MHI - https://www.mhi.org/fundamentals/automated-storage

 The ROI of Planiform’s 
Automated GOH Solutions

AS/RS can save UP TO 85% 
of your floor space.2

Automation decreases the foot traffic needed to move items throughout your warehouse. 

This increases productivity and reduces worker fatigue, 
resulting in fewer accidents and injuries.

Enhanced Ergonomics

AS/RS algorithms optimize pathing for 
accurate retrieval of garments.

Improved Pick 
Accuracy

These automated systems 
reduce picking errors 
and increase accuracy 

UP TO 99
3

Automated GOH systems allow you to select garments quickly to process and 

ship orders faster and more accurately.

Increased Pick Throughput

HOW MUCH YOU COULD SAVE WITH 
PLANIFORM’S AUTOMATED GOH SOLUTIONS

$5 to $7.50
USD

$200,000 to $1.9 
MILLION USD

2 to 2 ½
YEARS

Cost per garment 
stored

Average labor costs 
saved per year

Average ROI 
time

For many companies running out of warehouse space, expanding their facility or finding a new location 

may seem like the logical next step. But with warehouse space at a premium, that can be costly. In fact, 

warehouse rent in the U.S. has grown an average of almost 3% a quarter since mid-2020.1

Consider a more cost-effective option – optimizing your existing space with 
innovative garment-on-hanger (GOH) solutions.

Automated GOH solutions 
reduce labor costs by mitigating 
dependencies (i.e., picking, storing, 
assembly, inventory replenishment) and 
minimizing labor shortage headaches.

Reduced 
Labor Costs

85% 

https://www.planiform.com/quote-request/

